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Abstract—In order to speed up the process of rendering scenes
containing many light sources, spatial data structures are used,
which allow the number of lights processed for each pixel to be
reduced during lighting computation. Examples of algorithms
using such data structures are clustered shading and hybrid
lighting. Alongside the rendering time, it is important to consider
memory consumption resulting from processing a large number
of lights. This paper presents a novel modification of the hybrid
lighting algorithm using an octree that allows for a significant
reduction in the amount of memory required to store the data
structure.

The proposed modification uses an octree to store the informa-
tion about the rendered space. Detailed analysis of the proposed
algorithm, and numerical results obtained for various 3D scenes,
as well as different input data, all prove that the proposed method
significantly reduces the memory required to store lists of lights
used by the algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N RECENT years during the creation of virtual scenes, a

lot of emphasis has been put on rendering visually realistic

scenes. Rendering scenes containing multiple light sources

requires calculating for each pixel a list of lights that affect

its color. The most commonly used type of light is a point

light with a limited range. Such lights can be represented

as spheres in a rendered scene. The process of rendering a

scene containing multiple light sources is therefore equivalent

to determining for each rendered point which spheres contain

this point. Fig. 1 shows an example scene for this problem

containing 1 000 000 lights.

In the case of scenes with a large number of lights a naive

approach of checking the distance between each rendered point

and each light source requires a large number of operations.

Improving rendering performance can be achieved by paral-

lelization and by using spatial data structures to approximate

light distribution in the scene space. These data structures are

used during lighting computations to reduce the number of

lights that are processed for each rendered point, which results

in lower rendering times.

Another major concern in the rendering process, alongside

the number of performed operations, is the memory complex-

ity of the algorithm. Operating with a large amount of memory

can often create a bottleneck while processing and visualizing

complex scenes.
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Fig. 1. A fragment of the Rungholt scene [1] containing 1 000 000 lights. All
lights are point lights with limited range.

II. RELATED WORK

Research on the optimization of rendering has been con-

ducted for over 50 years. Most of the algorithms used to

efficiently render scenes with multiple lights use an additional

data structure, describing scene geometry as well as lights

placed in the scene, in order to decrease the time required for

the calculation of lighting for each pixel. In these algorithms

data structures allow a list of lights that potentially affect

rendered geometry to be determined. The final decision on

whether or not a light should affect a given pixel is made for

each pair (pixel and light), based on the position of the shaded

point and the position of the light source and, optionally, the

normal vector in this point. The usage of the aforementioned

data structures decreases the set of lights that are considered

for a given pixel, which results in shorter rendering times.

One of the methods of rendering scenes containing many

light sources is an algorithm using g-buffers [2], which are

separate buffers used to store partial data, such as world

position, normal vector or material properties, used in lighting

computations in the final stage of frame rendering in which

the final color displayed on the screen is calculated. Areas

affected by lights are represented by spheres and each of those

spheres is then rasterized onto the screen, and lighting data for

each pixel in the area taken up by the light is updated. This

solution is not efficient on modern GPUs [3] as rendering each

frame requires multiple reads and writes to g-buffers, which

significantly slows down the overall rendering process.
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One of the most popular algorithms used to render scenes

containing many light was the tiled shading algorithm [4],

in which the rendered frame is divided into rectangular tiles

(Fig. 2). Each tile is associated with a list of lights that affect

any part of the scene contained in that tile. This additional data

structure is used during final pixel color calculation. However,

for each shaded pixel not all lights assigned to a corresponding

list affect its color. Increasing the number of tiles can result

in fewer lights to process for each pixel but processing more

tiles requires additional operations and memory.

The part of the scene being rendered is divided only

vertically and horizontally during tile construction. If a tile

contains objects that are close to the camera and objects that

are far from the camera (an example of such situation is

presented in Fig. 3), lights affecting any of these objects will

be processed for all of them. This can lead to many operations

being performed unnecessarily as these lights are unlikely to

affect all of the geometry contained in the tile.

There has been developed a modification of the tiled shading

algorithm, a 2.5D culling [5], aiming to reduce the number

of lights assigned to each tile in the case of a discontinuous

geometry. For each tile, the geometry’s range of depth is

calculated and this range is divided equally into a fixed number

of cells which contain the actual lists of lights.

An extension of the method of dividing space in three

dimensions was proposed in the clustered shading algorithm

[6]. In this algorithm all of the pixels of the rendered image are

divided into groups (clusters) and a list of lights is assigned

to each such cluster, in a similar way to the tiled shading

algorithm. Clusters are created based on the three-dimensional

position of shaded pixels as well as, optionally, a normal

vector at that point. As described by Olsson et al. the depth of

the rendered scene can be divided uniformly in either screen

space or view space, or one can perform an exponential depth

division in which resulting cells’ dimensions are as equal as

possible. During each frame of the rendering process, the lights

are organized into a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH), a tree

structure that allows for fast queries for all the lights that

affect a given part of space. The tree is constructed in parallel,

using the bottom-up approach. Then the bounding box of each

cluster is used to determine a set of lights that possibly affect

pixel samples in the cluster, and the normal vectors of cluster

samples are used to discard lights that cannot affect any sample

in the cluster.

There were also optimization attempts using the graphics

pipeline to organize lights into lists assigned to different

parts of the scene. The hybrid lighting algorithm [7] uses

rectangular billboards to approximate the location of each light

and to assign lights to appropriate lists. As with the clustered

shading algorithm, the rendered space is divided into cells of

a three-dimensional array. The billboards are rendered in a

resolution corresponding to the vertical and horizontal array

dimensions, and analytical calculations (the intersection of a

sphere representing the area affected by the light and a ray

originating from the camera) are performed to determine the

range of cells in the depth affected by the light.

Complex spatial data structures can be implemented effi-

ciently using graphics cards, allowing for parallel construction

which results in lower building times. Tree structures are often

used to organize points in space, e.g. for dealing with the level

of detail [8] or multi-dimensional data clustering [9]. Trees

allow the space to be divided into either regular cells [8], [9]

or using hyper-planes which divide the space into two sub-

spaces, each containing a subset of points [10].

The graphics pipeline has also been used to build this type

of structure. Crassin et al. [11] describe a parallel algorithm

for constructing an octree by inserting leaves into the partially

constructed tree. To ensure that no two threads try to insert

children nodes into the same parent node at the same time, a

mutex for each node is used. The algorithm uses a separate

buffer to store all nodes that cannot be inserted at a given

moment and iterates until all of the nodes are inserted into the

tree.

Another approach to rendering scenes with many light

sources is taken in the tiled light trees algorithm [12]. Instead

of the discrete division of the rendered space in all three

dimensions, the lights are assigned to two-dimensional tiles,

in a similar way to the tiled shading algorithm. However, in

each tile a ”light tree” (a variant of an interval tree), organizing

lights in the depth of the scene, is constructed. During the final

shading process for a given pixel, a tree from the tile in which

the pixel is located is queried in the logarithmic time for the

set of lights that can affect the pixel’s color.

III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The developed algorithm is based on the hybrid lighting

algorithm [7]. The algorithm’s major novelty is its utilization

of an octree for lights’ spatial organization combined with

dynamic analysis of the scene: tree leaves are only created in

the presence of a scene’s geometry. In this way, the memory

needed for the tree’s representation is minimized. Another

optimization extends the basic tree properties: lights can be

stored not only in the leaves but also in the internal nodes.

This allows the information about a light to be stored in a

single node if it is assigned to the lists of all its children nodes.

The tree’s creation is therefore faster, since there is just one

insertion operation instead of many.

One of the improvements in the tree’s construction is the

adaptive space division during the tree’s creation, instead of

equal division in all directions. A bigger tree is created but

only a fragment of it is used while the rest, laying outside of

the divider region, is ignored. An example of this approach is

presented in Fig. 4. The number of tree cells in each direction

is equal to the lowest power of 2 equal or greater to the highest

array dimension. This solution does not add any significant

computation or memory cost due to the sparse structure of the

octree used in the implementation.

The octree is constructed in each frame, before the light

assignment operation. This operation is split into two steps:

determining a list of cells containing the scene’s geometry

present in the rendered frame and building an octree containing

these cells. In order to calculate a list of unique cells, first -
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Fig. 2. Division of a rendered frame into 32 tiles vertically and 32 tiles horizontally (Sponza scene [1]).

Fig. 3. Close-up of one of the tiles (outlined in red) of an image rendered
using the tiled shading algorithm (Sponza scene [1]) in which there are many
geometry discontinuities. Continuous parts of the geometry are highlighted in
the same color.

Fig. 4. Division of the space to 2× 3 cells, based on 4× 4 quadtree. Green
cells represent a space fragment, red cells are outside and are ignored.

for each pixel of a rendered scene - the cell which the pixel

belongs to is determined and its index is stored in a list. Then,

repetitive values are removed from the list.

Two methods of removing repetitive elements have been

proposed. The first method uses two functions commonly

used in parallel computing: sorting and removing consecutive

repeating elements on a list. One possible optimization of this

process entails also removing consecutive repeating elements

from the list before sorting. This optimization exploits the fact

that all cell indices are written to the list row by row and

many consecutive indices on the list are equal. This results in

a certain amount of the list’s elements being removed, which

reduces the time needed to sort the entire list.

The second method of removing repeating elements from

the list exploits a fact that all indices are from a small,

finite range, bounded by the array dimensions. This makes

it possible to use bitmasks to store the information about the

presence of a cell in a frame. Moreover, the cells’ indices are

correlated with the two-dimensional tile of the image the pixel

belongs to. This fact allows for easier parallel processing of

the cells: all pixels from a given tile are processed by threads

from the same warp, and the atomic operations (synchronized

between threads in a single warp) are used to mark the

presence of a given cell. The bitmasks are therefore stored

in a separate list, each 32-bit element of the list representing

32 consecutive cells within the same two-dimensional tile. In

the list containing the bitmasks, a parallel scan counting the
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Fig. 5. The process of checking if a light can be assigned to the inner node
of a quadtree. The node represents a group of 4 × 4 cells. The distance is
checked from the light source O to each cell corner marked in blue. The
light’s range is represented by the yellow circle. In the example shown in
the figure on the left, one of the points (marked in red) is farther from the
light source than the light’s range, therefore this light isn’t assigned to the
leaf marked in yellow so it cannot be assigned to the processed node. In the
example shown in the figure on the right, all marked points are within range
of the light, thus this light can be assigned to the processed node.

number of set bits is performed to determine the starting index

in the resulting list under which the cells’ indices should be

written. In the final step, the list of unique cells present in the

rendered frame is filled using the bitmask list.

The approach to building an octree described by Crassin et

al. [11] has been adapted to the CUDA framework. All of the

cells from the list computed in the previous step are inserted

into the tree. This tree is then used during the assignment of

lights to lists associated with each cell.

The process of assigning lights to lists is similar to the

original algorithm, in which the lights’ locations and ranges

are approximated by billboards. The main difference is that

after determining the cells which the light should be assigned

to, for each cell a path in the octree (from the root to the

leaf corresponding to the cell) is traced to check whether or

not the light can be assigned to one of the internal nodes.

For each node on this path, the distance from the light source

to the innermost corners of the outermost cells of a group is

compared to the light range. If all of the corners are within the

range of the light, a light is assigned to this inner node and the

rest of the path to the leaf is ignored. A 2D example of this

process is shown in Fig. 5. All the calculations are performed

in view-space because then the corner of each of the cells has

a constant position. Moreover, it is possible to calculate the

view-space position of each cell corner in advance and read it

from the additional buffer instead of calculating it every time

it is used.

During the final shading process the lights are read from

all the lists corresponding to nodes on a path from the octree

root to the leaf representing the cell the shaded pixel is in.

IV. RESULTS

The described algorithm was subjected to a series of tests

to determine its effectiveness in comparison to the clustered

shading and hybrid lighting algorithms. We concentrated on

comparing the memory required by algorithms, as minimizing

the memory requirements was the main purpose of the pro-

posed modification. All reported results were obtained on a PC

Fig. 6. Cornell Box test scene with 2 000 lights spaced uniformly in the scene
volume.

Fig. 7. Bars test scene with 50 000 lights spaced uniformly in the scene
volume.

with an Intel Core i7-9750H CPU 2.6 GHz and 16 GB RAM,

supplied with an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060 Mobile (1920

CUDA cores) 6 GB GDDR6 with CC 7.5. All algorithms

were implemented using C++17 with Direct3D 11 [13]

and CUDA [14] libraries and were implemented for the deferred

shading pipeline.

The algorithms were tested on 4 different scenes with 3

different distributions of light positions. Images were rendered

at a resolution of 1920× 1080 pixels. In each test the camera

moved along a predetermined path. To minimize the impact of

the operating system’s background work on rendering times,

each test was repeated 5 times, and the results were averaged

for each frame.

Three of the four test scenes, Cornell Box, Sponza [1] and

Rungholt [1], are commonly used as a benchmark for evalu-

ating rendering algorithms, and the other one, Bars, contains

many vertical bars, and was created to test the algorithms on

a scene containing many geometry discontinuities. All scenes,

along with the light distribution used in them, are shown in

Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9.

The lights in all test scenes were distributed randomly, using

one of three distributions: uniform distribution in the scene’s

volume; uniform distribution on the scene’s geometry; groups

of lights distributed uniformly in the scene’s volume. The
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Fig. 8. Sponza [1] test scene with 50 000 lights spaced uniformly on the
scene’s geometry surface.

Fig. 9. Rungholt [1] test scene with 1 000 groups each containing 1 000 lights
spaced uniformly in the scene volume.

lights’ ranges were generated based on a uniform distribu-

tion between a minimum and maximum range, different for

each scene. For the uniform distribution around the scene’s

volume, each coordinate of the light’s position was generated

independently of another, based on the scene’s bounding box.

In the uniform distribution around the scene’s geometry, a

random triangle from a fixed number (1 000 in the case of

the performed tests) of the biggest triangles was selected at

random, with the probability of being chosen proportional to

the triangle’s area. Then, a random point on a chosen triangle

was generated and a light was placed in a position within the

predefined distance of the chosen point along the triangle’s

normal vector. To generate groups of lights, the positions of

the groups’ centers were generated around the scene’s volume.

Then, for each group, a fixed number of lights’ positions were

generated using the truncated normal distribution [15] with the

expected value equal to the generated group’s center.

A number of tests were performed to determine the impact

of each parameter on the average rendering time of each scene.

In each test case, parameter configurations differed by a single

parameter. As a base configuration we assumed:

• the division of the rendered image into 30× 17 tiles;

• exponential depth division in the view-space;

• the unique cell list determination method using bitmasks;
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Fig. 10. Rendering time for each frame of the Bars test scene with different
tile counts.

• precomputing the positions of cell corners.

Two different tile counts were compared with the base one:

32×32 and 60×34 tiles. In all test scenes, the lowest average

time was achieved in the configuration using 30×17 tiles. The

rendering times for each frame of the scene Bars are shown in

Fig. 10. Table I shows the average results for all test scenes.

Two configurations with uniform depth division in the

screen-space were tested: into 128 and into 256 cells. In the

case of the Cornell Box and Sponza scenes, notably higher

average rendering times were seen in the configuration with a

higher cell number, whereas in the other two scenes a higher

cell count resulted in lower average rendering times. Uniform

depth division into 128 and 256 cells in the view-space was

also tested. As with the screen-space division, whose cell

count resulted in lower average rendering times, the rendering

times differed between scenes. Notably, for the Rungholt scene

the differences between the average rendering times were

negligible. Table II shows the averaged results for all of the

four described depth division methods for all test scenes.

Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14 show the rendering times of each

frame for the three tested methods of depth division. For

the uniform divisions, a division resolution resulting in the

lowest average rendering times was chosen. For the Bars,

Sponza and Rungholt scenes, screen-space division resulted

in significantly higher rendering times than the exponential

division in the view-space. Uniform division in the view-space

resulted in similar rendering times to exponential division for

the Cornell Box and Rungholt scenes, but the rendering times

for uniform division were higher than the exponential one for

the Bars and Sponza scenes. In the case of the Rungholt scene
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TABLE I
AVERAGE TIME [MS] FOR FRAME RENDERING USING THE DESCRIBED ALGORITHM FOR DIFFERENT IMAGE TILE COUNTS.

Test scene

Tile count
30×17 32× 32 60× 34

Cornell Box 11.07 15.61 +40.9% 18.71 +69.0%

Bars 22.37 32.59 +45.7% 38.96 +74.1%

Sponza 78.02 143.42 +83.8% 197.19 +152.8%

Rungholt 63.32 84.10 +32.8% 108.58 +71.5%

TABLE II
AVERAGE TIME [MS] OF FRAME RENDERING USING THE DESCRIBED ALGORITHM FOR FOUR DIFFERENT DEPTH DIVISIONS.

Test scene

Cell count in depth
128

(screen-space)
256

(screen-space)
256

(view-space)
256

(view-space)

Cornell Box 12.02 14.39 12.46 11.43

Bars 40.97 39.78 20.03 26.23

Sponza 99.44 106.25 60.14 73.66

Rungholt 149.20 136.82 61.16 61.19
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Fig. 11. Rendering time of each frame for the Cornell Box test scene for the
three depth division methods.

(Fig. 14), there were three parts of the test (at the beginning,

in the middle and at the end), in which screen-space division

resulted in significantly higher rendering times compared with

the other methods. In these parts of the test, the camera was

far from the scene geometry and a large area of the scene was

visible.
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Fig. 12. Rendering time of each frame for the Bars test scene for the three
depth division methods.

Three methods of obtaining the list of cells filled with

geometry were compared: using bitmasks, sorting and remov-

ing consecutive repeating elements, and removing consecutive

repeating elements before sorting. These configurations were

tested on the Bars, Sponza and Rungholt scenes. Fig. 15 shows

the obtained results for the Rungholt scene. Table III shows
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Fig. 13. Rendering time of each frame for the Sponza test scene for the three
depth division methods.
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Fig. 14. Rendering time of each frame for the Rungholt test scene for the
three depth division methods.
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Fig. 15. Rendering time of each frame for the Rungholt test scene for the
three methods of obtaining the list of unique cells.

the averaged results for all the test scenes. In all cases the

lowest average time was achieved using the bitmasks and the

highest time was seen using the sorting-based method without

removing the repeating elements beforehand.

A version of the algorithm in which the cells’ corner posi-

tions were precomputed was also compared with a version in

which the positions were calculated each time they were used.

These configurations were also tested on the Bars, Sponza and

Rungholt scenes. For all of these scenes, precomputing the

cells’ corner positions resulted in significantly lower average

rendering times than calculating them every time. Fig. 16

shows the results for the Sponza scene. Results for all of the

tested scenes are shown in Table IV.

The proposed algorithm was compared in terms of rendering

time and memory occupancy with the clustered shading and

the original hybrid lighting algorithms. The algorithms were

compared using the Sponza and Rungholt scenes with a vari-

able number of lights, with lights being placed on the scene’s

geometry in the Sponza scene, and with groups of lights in the

Rungholt scene. Two configurations of the hybrid algorithm

and the octree-based modification were tested, differing in the

number of tiles used to divide the rendered image: 30×17 and

60× 34. This resulted in tiles of 32× 32 and 64× 64 pixels

respectively. In the case of the clustered shading algorithm,

tile sizes of 16 × 16 and 32 × 32 pixels were used. Depth

was divided using the exponential division method, and a

configuration of the clustered shading algorithm without using

normal vectors during cluster creation was chosen.

Figs. 17 and 18 show the average rendering times for

each tested algorithm variant. The octree-based algorithm
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TABLE III
AVERAGE TIME [MS] OF FRAME RENDERING USING THE DESCRIBED ALGORITHM FOR THE THREE METHODS OF OBTAINING THE LIST OF UNIQUE CELLS.

Test scene

List obtaining method
bitmasks sorting-based

sorting-based
with the removal

of repeating
elements

before sorting

Bars 22.37 29.13 +30.2% 24.07 +7.6%

Sponza 78.02 84.29 +8.0% 78.78 +1.0%

Rungholt 63.32 70.66 +11.6% 64.55 +1.9%

TABLE IV
AVERAGE TIME [MS] OF FRAME RENDERING USING THE DESCRIBED ALGORITHM FOR TWO METHODS USED TO CALCULATE CELLS’ CORNER POSITIONS.

Test scene

Cells’ corner position calculation method
precomputing calculating

each time

Bars 22.37 26.56 +18.8%

Sponza 78.02 95.66 +22.6%

Rungholt 63.32 69.05 +9.1%
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Fig. 16. Rendering time of each frame for the Sponza test scene depending
on the method used to calculate the cells’ corner positions.

wasn’t tested for the Sponza scene for the light count above

30 000 because of a rapidly rising rendering time for the

increasing number of lights. In both test scenes the octree-

based algorithm with a tile size of 32 × 32 saw significantly

higher (by 11% – 392%) rendering times than the rest of the

algorithms. The configuration with tiles of size 64×64 pixels,

for up to 5 000 lights for the Sponza scene and up to 90 000 for

the Rungholt scene, achieved lower (by 16% – 17%) rendering

times than both configurations of the clustered shading algo-
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Fig. 17. Average rendering time of the Sponza scene depending on the total
number of lights in the scene, for each tested algorithm. The tile size, in
pixels, is written in parentheses.

rithm. For higher numbers of lights, the octree-based algorithm

was slower than the clustered shading algorithm by up to 131%

for the Sponza scene and up to 75% for the Rungholt scene.

Figs. 19 and 20 show the average sum of lights on the lists

of lights depending on the total number of lights in a scene.

As each light can be assigned to more than one list, the sum

of light list elements may be bigger than the number of lights

in a scene.
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Fig. 18. Average rendering time of the Rungholt scene depending on the
total number of lights in the scene, for each tested algorithm. The tile size,
in pixels, is written in parentheses.

On average, the lowest total number of light list elements

was achieved in the case of the octree-based algorithm with

a tile size of 64 × 64 pixels. For the Sponza scene, there

were at least 65% fewer elements compared with the other

two algorithms, and for the Rungholt scene – at least 23%

fewer. In the case of the Sponza scene, the proposed method

with tiles measuring 32 × 32 pixels resulted in a lower total

number of list elements (by 30% – 40%) than in the case of the

original, unmodified version of the hybrid lighting algorithm

with tiles that were twice as big.

V. SUMMARY

The results obtained in the tests show that both the scene

geometry and the lights’ distribution are important factors

impacting the rendering time.

Using an octree to store the lists of lights allows for a

significant reduction (up to 65%) in the number of elements

on the lists compared with the other tested algorithms. This

resulted in fewer list insertion operations that needed to

be performed for each frame. However, additional checks

performed in order to determine whether or not a light could

be stored in an internal node resulted in an overall slower

algorithm than the original version.

The approach of using billboards to approximate the lights’

positions and ranges resulted in many calculations that were

repeated by multiple threads. As each billboard’s pixel is

potentially processed by a different thread, each thread has to

check if the light affects all nodes in a group independently of

other threads. One idea for modifying the described algorithm
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Fig. 19. Total number of light list elements averaged for all frames (Sponza

scene) depending on the total number of lights in a scene, for each tested
algorithm. The tile size, in pixels, is written in parentheses.
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Fig. 20. Total number of light list elements averaged for all frames (Rungholt

scene) depending on the total number of lights in a scene, for each tested
algorithm. The tile size, in pixels, is written in parentheses.
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is to adapt this method so that one light is processed entirely

by a single thread.

Another modification that could result in shorter rendering

times is to replace the sparse octree representation with full

three-dimensional arrays, each representing one octree level.

This modification would make it possible to read information

about any node, without the necessity of tracing a path from

the octree’s root.

Another aspect of rendering scenes with many lights is

accounting for multiple shadow sources. Shadow rendering

poses a serious challenge, especially in the presence of many

light sources, as both the rendering times [16] and shadow

quality [17] have to be considered.
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